INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
It seemed to have no memory.   This animal does profit by
experience, it " remembers " its failure long enough to avoid
making the same response a few seconds later.   Moreover,
if this situation is presented repeatedly to the animal, it
comes to omit the responses a, 6, and c, and to make the
response d without any trials.    From its repertory, satis-
faction or the reward of success has selected that which
succeeds.    It is capable of learning.    The action of such
an animal can be conceivably explained entirely by a com-
paratively bnef persistence of the dissatisfaction of failure,
causing it to respond by b when a has failed, and by a
comparatively  mild  stamping-in   effect   of  satisfaction;
comparatively  mild, for it learns but slowly.    Such an
animal—a chicken for instance—has to learn each separate
simple task separately.   It can learn a number of different
mazes, or how to escape from confinement in a number of
different boxes, now by walking up an incline, now by flutter-
ing over a partition wall and going through a tunnel; but
it learns each of these slowly and separately.    The most
it will do in the way of any improvement is that it may
begin to attend, more carefully than would a naive animal,
to certain parts of the gross situation; as Thorndike's cats,
which had learned to escape from a number of problem boxes
by turning buttons, tweaking pieces of wood, or pulling
strings, became more attentive to such little bits of the cage
when placed in a new problem box, exhibiting what Thorn-
dike calls the law of piecemeal activity, or the enhanced
potency of certain bits of the situation.   It is the beginning
of analysis.
Let us, however, go a step farther. We have considered
the animal which had but one response to a situation, the
automaton. Next we pictured the animal with a multiplicity
of responses which it tries in aimless sequence until success
occurs, showing the typical picture of animal trial and error.
An animal, however, which had some means of anticipating
the success or failure of each response without completely
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